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This Month’s Headlines
•
•

•
•
•

Why the ICO says your website is probably noncompliant (all of a sudden)
The long-awaited ‘GDPR era’ fines put a potential
£183m price on data breaches
EE fined £100k for confusing marketing comms
with service messages by the ICO (which thinks
that repeating a message means you're marketing)
Dyson’s TV ad rapped for a hidden plug
Home security firm fined £90k for assuming too
much & checking too little when telemarketing

Are you responsible for acquiring, retaining or servicing customers?
If so, you probably have your hands full enough already, without having to
worry about compliance and regulation.
But being aware of changing laws and commercial environments; multiple
statutory regulators; industry bodies charged with policing self-regulation is
more important than ever.
So, we’re here to help. We keep an eye on the key regulators which impact your
ability to run your business – leaving you to concentrate on the things you’re
best at.
Welcome to our third monthly newsletter, a July & August summer special!

The Competition and Markets Authority
(CMA)

At the start of July the CMA announced that it was
starting contempt proceedings against Viagogo for failing
to change its business methods (in the way Viagogo’s
secondary ticketing rivals – StubHub and Ticketmaster
have). Along the way, SeatWave and GetMeIn! Were
both closed down by owner Ticketmaster.
www.gov.uk/cma-cases/secondary-ticketing-websites
Regulatory action against secondary ticketing sites has a long and – disgruntled
event goers may think – tortuous history. But this announcement shows that the
CMA is willing to go beyond cajoling and threats

In June four Reading estate agents were
accused by the CMA of running a cartel for
many years, from at least 2008. The firms
have vigorously defended themselves and a
final ruling is awaited.
www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-berkshire48624274
And in Scotland the CMA is launching an
investigation into the legal services market.
www.gov.uk/government/news/cma-toresearch-scottish-legal-services-market

In June the government started a
consultation on giving the CMA
expanded powers , including the
ability to fine companies for
market abuses without having to
take them to court. This was a
logical extension of the May
administration's focus on the
‘loyalty trap’ and companies’
tendency to offer their best deals
at the point of customer
acquisition, funded by higher
prices for existing customers.*
Whether this will be pursued by
the new Johnson government is
anybody’s guess…

The ICO’s new Cookies guidance (issued in early July)
requires GDPR-level transparency & consent. For most
websites this will involve significant changes and –
inevitably – greater friction for users.
As ever, these changes present opportunities for
marketers and designers to create a positive and
engaging customer journey through their cookie
choices. And billing opportunities for web agencies!
www.ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-topecr/guidance-on-the-use-of-cookies-and-similartechnologies/

You can look at the
ICO’s (recently
updated) website
to see how it can
be done.
And here’s a
typically combative
view from Decision
Marketing
www.decisionmarketing.co.uk/news/ico-drops-data-bombshell-as-cookie-law-isoverhauled which understandably focuses on the ICO’s admission that cookies will
remain a relatively low priority for their enforcement actions.
This is perhaps a reasonable prioritisation when part of the ICO’s recent focus has
included defending liberal democracy and starting to put a dent in the UK’s
national debt (see the next item), but still a potentially confusing message for
businesses wondering what to focus on next.
If you can detect a degree of churlishness in technology and marketing
commentators’ responses to the ICO’s new cookies guidance it can best be
explained by the fact that the ICO itself didn’t have the ‘GDPR standard’ level of
transparency and user-control over website cookies on it’s own website until just
before the new guidance was published.
A case of “don’t do as I did, but do as I now do”?
As is often the case, our friend Mark Gracey of Flavourfy Digital
(https://flavourfydigital.co.uk/) had the best summary of the changes and what
they mean: www.digitalcompliancehub.co.uk/2019/07/gdpr-consent-nowneeded-for-non-essential-cookies-including-analytics-but-will-it-be-enforced/
ICO Enforcement Actions
Undoubtedly, July’s biggest ICO news was its
intention to fine British Airways and Marriott
£183m and £99m for their respective data
breaches.
These cases marked the ICO’s first ‘GDPR era’
enforcements (excluding an earlier Cambridge
Analytica-related case) – and a vast increase in
the level of penalties imposed.
Here are our thoughts:
www.channeldoctors.co.uk/2019/07/18/theculpability-index-c/

The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) has fined Smart Home Protection
Ltd £90,000 for making nuisance calls to people registered with the Telephone
Preference Service (TPS).
The Staffordshire company was responsible for 118,000 unlawful marketing calls
made between January 2017 and September 2018 to people registered with the
TPS. www.ico.org.uk/media/action-wevetaken/mpns/2615077/smart_home_protection_ltd_mpn_20190611.pdf
Some key factors in this case:
•
In 2017 Smart Home Protection had invested in an (unnamed) cloud-based
predictive dialler. The dialler had a feature which would exclude numbers
which were TPS-registered. However, that feature had to be enabled and
this had not been done
•
Furthermore, although it assumed that it’s data provider screened its third
party data for TPS registration, Smart Home Protection didn’t undertake any
due diligence to prove that this was being done - or even have a contract
with the data provider

“Don’t expect; inspect!” as my boss of many years ago used to glibly instruct his
minions. But when it comes to data protection compliance this is wise counsel:
• Smart Home Protection’s dialler solution may have offered a TPS-screening
feature – but it didn’t work if it wasn’t enabled
• Assuming your data provider is screening data appropriately is no substitute
for either ensuring that they are – or carrying out the screening yourself
• And irrespective, if you don’t have a contract with that data provider, you
probably haven’t got a leg to stand on when the ICO comes calling

EE has been fined £100,000 for sending marketing text Messages
to 2.5m customers without gaining their consent. The texts were
promoting EE’s new app, which EE considered to be informative
service communications, but the ICO deemed to be marketing – at
least partly because (bizarrely) the ICO seems to think that
repeating a message to a customer that makes it marketing !

www.ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-and-events/news-andblogs/2019/06/ico-fines-telecoms-company-ee-limited-forsending-unlawful-text-messages/
When’s a service communication actually a marketing message?
More often than you might think when the ICO is – as it must – making the
judgement. Which might include their illogical “repeated comms = marketing”
rule.
Remember this: irrespective of the genuine, in-life benefits you may want to
share with your customers, if there’s an opportunity for you to sell more along
the way then the ICO will almost certainly deem your communications to be
marketing.
Ofcom launched its new Text to Switch service
at the start of July – aiming to make it easier
for consumers to switch providers (and avoid
talking to their Save teams) while keeping their
original number.

www.ofcom.org.uk/about-ofcom/latest/features-and-news/text-to-switch-simpleto-switch-mobile-network

The ASA (Advertising Standards Authority) has rattled
off a raft of advertising bans and admonitions
recently. A couple of note:
When is ‘local’ really local?
Extreme Locks Ltd’s advertisement appeared as a paid-for Google ad in Edinburgh
described as ‘local’, when the company is based in Oldham. Extreme Lock didn’t
engage with the ASA when it was asked to investigate. And maybe if they had they
would have explained that they act as a referrer to local agents, as appears to be
the case. But in any event the ASA has banned their ad from future use.

Just because you can’t see it doesn’t mean it’s not there…
Dyson’s TV ad for its Pure Hot & Cold product has been
banned from future airings as the ASA considered it
misleading.
The ASA has received consumer complaints that the advert
seemed to show that the product was cordless product,
which it isn’t. The ASA was unconvinced by Dyson’s argument
that the cord was shown, but fleetingly against a carpet the
same colour as the fan’s power cable…
www.asa.org.uk/rulings/dyson-ltd-A19-566165.html

The firm behind Mortgage Claims (www.mortgage.claims ) got a mixed ruling from
the ASA on it’s TV ads.
1. The ASA failed to uphold an objection that Mortgage Claims didn’t make clear
that consumer’s claims of mortgage mis-selling weren’t wholly assessed internally
– Mortgage Claims refer strong claims on to a separate law firm.
2. However, it took issue with how Mortgage Claims implied that many customers
had £20,000+ compensation pay-outs – in fact they evidenced just 7 cases.

Parent company of Samuel Windsor (www.samuel-windsor.co.uk) – tailor of
choice for the dapper older male who loves a bargain (like DFS, Samuel
Windsor’s sales never seem to end) – has been told not to repeat the sort of
claim featured in its Autumn 2018 brochure. The brochure said that customers
could “SAVE UP TO 70%” but these savings were calculated against what Samuel
Windsor judged to be typical high street prices for similar products.
As the brochure prominently referred to “END OF SEASON SALE” the ASA
reasonably ruled that customers would assume the 70% savings were against
Samuel Windsor’s own pre-sale prices.

Madlenka has been fined £250,000 by the PSA for
running a 0345 ‘number look up’ website, which
routed customers looking for big brands’ contact
numbers to 0345 numbers during the day, but played
a recorded message out of hours. This message
advised callers to ring a premium rate 0118 directory
enquiries (DQ) number, at a cost of £6.98 for the call
and £3.49 per minute thereafter. The recorded
message did include the calls costs, but some time
after giving the number to call, by which time many
callers had already hung up.
Net Real Solutions SL (Spain) has been fined £200,000 for luring customers
(frequently app-gaming children) to sign up for premium content at £4.50 per
month by offering free virtual currency for use on the Clash Royale app - which
wasn’t forthcoming.

Payments

Last month we covered the claimed impact (a loss of €57bn in annual European
eCommerce sales) of PSD2 and Strong Customer Authentication (SCA)
www.stripe.com/ie/newsroom/news/sca-impact-study.
Since then, the waters have been muddied a bit. SCA was due to be in place by
14 September 2019, but in late June the European banking Authority (EBA)
issued a statement https://eba.europa.eu/-/eba-publishes-an-opinion-on-theelements-of-strong-customer-authentication-under-psd2 that – in effect – gave
national regulators some wiggle room in terms of how quickly they enforce SCA
compliance.

The upshot of all this is that if you’re taking payments from customers
online then you’re less likely to hit big problems and increased
declined transactions in the autumn. However, best check in with you
payment services provider for starters (and remember, mail order and
telephone order transactions are out of scope for SCA anyway).

Before you go
Are we getting this right? Who and what else would you like to see covered in
future months’ newsletters about the world of regulation and compliance as it
affects customer engagement? Let us know at hello@channeldoctors.co.uk
The Small Print
This content is accurate as of 25th July 2019.
Channel Doctors is a trading name of Murphy Sullivan Associates Limited, a
company registered in England and Wales with Registration Number 4830889.

Subscribe here http://eepurl.com/gqxzw5 and you’ll receive
next month’s newsletter at the start of September.

